
 

Chapter 4: Improved HANDOFF mechanism 

4.1 Introduction: 

 Handoff mechanism means while a user during his call if user is moving from one 

cell located placed called region to next path cell location, then call must not be dropped; 

to handle this situation call handing over mechanism is occurred. With this mechanism of 

switching call drops are reduces so QoS will be increased. The handoff mechanism is 

addressed between macro-CELLs but without new proposed small micro cell or can called 

as FEMTOCELL, between macro to FEMTO and FEMTO to macro handoffs are not 

addressed properly with quality of experience (QoE). In this section we will give good 

handoff mechanism with that call drops and call handling will be increased very 

affectively. With these methods along with good QoS the experience of user in quality will 

we improved called as QoE. 

 

4.2 Different HANDOFF methods 

 While making a handoff in cellular regions by considering channel assignment 

process below is the different handoff (HO) method. 

• Soft HO 

• Hard HO 

• Forced HO 

• Delayed HO 

• Mobile-Assisted HO 

• Intersystem HO 

• Intercell HO 

• Intracell HO 

Depending on user requirement or cellular network behavior a particular handoff method 

will be chosen. In present cellular network these handoff mechanisms are using and 

implemented between macro cells [33].  User can access the stations by having two 

parameters which are: 

• A group of users moving one region to next region. 

• Each user having its own path to reach destination. 



 

 

These two are important parameters to measure the user behavior in cell region. Based on 

parameters in the user hand over will be done, with channel distribution process. Even 

having these many handoff methods, the connection of user will be discontinued in some 

cases like using video call conversations or image communications. If a communication 

which is happing in hospitals which may contain patents reports so these reports should 

reach very accurately. Otherwise, it may leads to so much damage in entire process.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: General user behavior with different base stations. 

  

 In figure 4.1 it is shown that a user is shifting from one cell region to other cell region 

which need user should cross higher than one base station location. While crossing these 

several base stations turning of user to be happened without dropping of call so need 

handoff mechanism and switching information among BS will be maintained at Base 



 

Control Station (BSC) [34]. Here what sort of handoff to be done is going to be identified? 

For this we will present different types of handoff methods with necessary pictures. 

 These different handoffs are come into picture because of entire communication is 

wireless and each user is moving from one place to a different location. User can move like 

this based on priorities like: 

• User needs good communication in quality. 

• User needs more bandwidth for communication. 

• User needs communication with low price.  

 

 

Figure 4.2: Estimation of user distance from Base Station. 

  

 By considering above parameters the user will go for communication, while user in 

progress of move distance can be estimated as shown in figure 4.2. Here the distance will 

be calculated using the angle of projection and projecting distance values. Here the values 

will be used with trigonometry formula. If the tan(projection) gives the perfect the distance 

[35]. While performing the handoff methods the selection of BS and channel tracking is very 

important it can be based on trucking area of user.  

4.2.1 SOFT Hand Off 

 In soft handoff the user is moving in the mobile phone region where at any point of 

time user will be under one control of one cell region [36]. Reasons of occurring handoff are 

listed as below and they may vary from any point or situation. 



 

The situations which may lead for handoff are: 

1.User named as the subscriber is moving from out of coverage to a region of cellular 

network where it is located. 

2. Each cell will have its coverage capacity and the number users how many it can hold, 

when the number of users increased in to the cell region, then assigning channel to 

new user apart from ongoing call is very difficult. In this scenario the handoff can be 

demanded, and it is needed to make call.   

3. Now a days the cellular communication is main for users for data transfer and for 

voice communication also. With this much importance every network subscriber 

wants to give good quality communication. In view of this to make more users to get 

good communication the cell regions are divided into small cell regions called micro 

cell and advanced division is mentioned as FEMTOCELL. While user is moving 

from one cell like femtocell to macro cell region then handoff to be done. 

4.When user gets high interference during his call then user need new channel for 

communication if present cell if all channels are busy then channel can be borrowed 

from other cell region. It leads to handoff mechanism.  

 

Based on these scenarios the handoff specifications and availability of channel allocation 

methods [37], user will get the communication channel either from same spectrum region 

or neighboring regions called as barrowing method.  

 

 

 

Table 4.1: soft handoff at different levels. 

 In table 4.1 it is showing that different levels of handoff with soft mechanism, in this 

it is referred to the fact that soft handoff will occur in a situation a user is going to be in the 

region where user will get signal from both the regions. But with available conditions user 



 

is going to pic one available free channel from the present cell region. Soft handoff will be 

taken as best to accomplish the through put value as very high.  

 

 

Figure 4.3: soft handoff at different levels 

 

 In figure 4.3 it is shown that different handoffs those are hard, SEMI-soft, soft, and 

softer. In all these cases user is moving from one region to location of other region while 

user is in motion [39]. To maintain the call as alive the person using wire-less device as user 

is working under different handoff scenarios as shown in figure 4.3.  

SEMISOFT: This scenario will be used when user expecting very less packet loss. The loss 

of packets will be done in such a manner that it may be obtained from the BS where the 

route data available in route table will be stored and it will be updated based on time slot. 

Here the mobile user will be in connection with BS2 and then the connection from BS2 

will be discarded, at a point of time one connection will be there as shown in figure 4.3 (b) 

part. 



 

 

SOFT hand mechanism: This scenario will lead to wastage of channel in cell regions. 

Sometimes user will be having channel access from both cell regions where the hand over 

will not be done for some time. This mainly occur with overlapping of coverage areas. This 

method is shown in figure 4.3, c very clearly.  

 

SOFTER hand over method: This method is shown in picture 4.3 (d) where user is shifting 

from one BS to other BS still packet transmission going on between from both cells. The 

packets can be shown in sequence numbers if any loss in packets will be revert with the 

help of sequence number method.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Soft handoff mechanism in intercell vs Intracell 

 

 In figure 4.4 it is shown that moving user behavior at different levels where the user 

can move from a single cell region to other cell region with soft handoff mechanisms. Here 

if two cell regions are overlapped then soft handoff method will be recommended. See the 

figure 4.4 part 1 which is having the cell region with the micro cell regions having cognitive 

behavior FEMTO antenna which cannot make inconvenience to primary user.  Here the 

cognitive methodology mechanism as principle is given to FEMTO cell antenna. This 



 

antenna also to be macro cell region, so user is going to both cell region coverage signal. 

But region of placing this FEMTO cell in macro region is to provide good quality. Where 

to place this antenna is decided by using RSRP values which was done as objective 1 and 

shown in chapter 3. After placing the micro cell region, the problem came which is handoff 

issue which can be resolved with good hand off method called soft handoff.   

 

4.2.2 Hard handoff 

  This handoff will be done in a manner that is while user is connecting to new base 

station, user should be disconnected from previous base station. This kind of hand off to 

be done very carefully. If a macro station is failed to provide signal coverage to area, then 

to cover that area FEMTO station will be arranged in this scenario the user is moving from 

macro to FEMTO there signal is not covered by main station so new signal coverage are 

by micro or small station with DSL line. in this scenario soft hand mechanism is not 

possible so hard method to be done. 

      

 

 

Figure 4.5: Illustration of hard handoff. 

  In the above figure 4.5 hard handoff will be shown, here user moving from one BS 

to other BS there the call will be linked to new BS without drop. But due to busy state or 

not availability of signal switching will take some time. In the scenario of femtocell 

arrangement [38][39] in the picture 32 shown as below. To perform this hard handoff among 

cell regions few evaluations to be done as follow: 

• Based on user location, MH identification in cell region. 

• User movement estimation toward border of cell region. 



 

• Differentiating the actual path and approximate path of user. 

• Estimating next cell which will serve user device. 

 

Figure 4.6: Cell estimation process in hard handoff. 

 

 Through this handoff approach estimation of user location is extremely important, 

this estimation can be done based on GPS location and cell region positions [40][41]. In figure 

4.6 it is shown that subscriber person having device is available in cell 1 region and person 

accessing network in moving condition towards other cell region, now the approximation 

of new target cell region is important, and estimation is to be taken care like part b photo. 

Here from CELL1 projection angles will be measured to cell2 they are represented as a/2. 

Now these projections will be varied based on the access person path and availability of 

edge channel capacity. If these values are good in signal strength, then the problem of ping-

pong for moving users will be reduced.   



 

 

Figure 4.7: User path estimation. 

 In figure 4.7 it is shown that user movement will be shown and here thick line 

indicating genuine way of user. Dotted line indicating one expected path for user. In some 

cases, user move cannot be expected with the actual movement, which is indicated as thick 

line, for user prediction the dotted line is very useful. This is very used at cell edges to 

remove the ping pong problem; this problem indicates some users will enter to the new cell 

zone and immediately they will go back to original or previous zone in those cases doing 

handoff is not good.  

  

4.2.3 Hybrid handoff 

 In hybrid handoff both handoff methods like soft and hard mechanisms will be used 

to handover user from one base station to other without call drop or call block. In objective 

2 after arrangement of FEMTO cells signal coverage area is increased. The issue is in some 

places even macro region antenna is propagating signal, to increase the signal quality small 

antenna are laid out this leads to when user is changing between these cell regions need 

handoff procedures. Depending on situation either soft or hard handoff to be implemented, 

in view of this a hybrid model was introduced to have both mechanisms [42][43].  



 

 

Figure 4.8: architecture of building having femtocell. 

 In figure 4.8 it is shown that it consists of radio network having the so many radio-

controlled antennas where the users are under control of main RC (radio controller). Unser 

this so many macro cell regions in count of hundreds will be there. By considering present 

scenario of cellular network so many FEMTO cell regions are came across the networking 

regions. These many regions if we have then user moving estimation and call handover is 

not possible with one type of handoff method. It leads to hybrid model for users to give 

best quality of service.  

 



 

 

Figure 4.9: Hybrid handoff methods in hybrid network. 

 

 To provide signal coverage to each corner of office location shown in figure 4.7 

should follow the figure 4.9 architecture to do good channel allocation in all locations of 

home [44][45]. 

4.3 Proposed HANDOFF algorithm 

 As we studied all types of handoff methods and compared in different network 

environments best method for this hybrid model, which is having macro, FEMTO cells is 

hybrid handoff. With this method call drops will be reduced and through put also increased 

[46].  



 

 

 

Figure 4.10: Arrangement of FEMTOCELL in macro cell region 

 

 

 In figure 4.10 it is shown that FEMTO antennas are arranged, and the signal coverage 

was improved very drastically. Here at each node the receiving capacity of user will be 

calculate and store in variables RSb[m], RSf[m]. These values indicating the received signal 

capacity at base station and at the middle of transmission point. If the measured points are 

lesser than threshold value, then switching of user from macro-cell region to FEMTO 



 

region as shown in figure 4.11. This is about decision making flow chart while performing 

handoff [47] [48].  

 

 

Figure 4.11: Call Allowing for handoff 

 

Category of user access modes like: 

• Public access mode 

• Private access mode 

• Hybrid access mode 

In public access mode all users who will enter coverage region can access the channels 

present in the network. This kind of access will be arranged in public places like airports, 

station, and malls. 

 In private access mode some restrictions will be there in communication in that 

region. Example of this type of network in FEMTOCELL. Some restrictions will be there 

for user access. 

 In hybrid mode of access all users can access the channels of cell region at any time 

slots. With a highest number of users, the handoff problem to be tended. In figure 4.12 it 



 

is shown that a user how much time will connect to BS and at which time interval user will 

switch to FEMTOCELL is mentioned. 

 

Figure 4.12: Handoff decision making parameter value calculation procedure. 

 

Figure 4.13: Handoff decision making points. 

 To perform switching of user from one region of cell to other cell region shall be 

decided by the value of hysteresis. This is the margin value to make decision for handoff 

as shown in figure 4.13. 



 

 

Figure 4.14: proposed method steps for handoff 

 

 



 

 

Figure 4.15: User mobility behavior 

 In figure 4.14, 4.15 we mentioned steps when hand off can be done based on user 

RSS value by comparing with threshold value of the network zone. When the condition 

was satisfied then the new cell channel allocation to be done.  

Channel allocation method for handoff: 

 

 This algorithm is implemented and published as objective 2 paper; the trained data 

was given for best channel allocation process. Based on this figure 4.13 arrangement will 



 

be done and network subscriber moving position values will be estimated and handover of 

network subscriber from one cell to other cell will be done perfectly without any call drop. 

 

4.4 System performance 

 By having all these methods [49] arrangement of FEMTO cell is done, based on this 

alignment of micro antenna and data packets flow will be decided.  

 

Figure 4.16: Packet transmission analysis. 

 

 By having the figure 4.16 the packet sequence order is decided, and the perfect 

arrangement of base station is given the best sequence of packet transmission. In this figure 

4.16(a) the final packet is received from the old antenna and the gushing is started from the 

new antenna with next sequence number without any loss of packets. In figure 4.16(b) even 

having the alignment of devices to some level it is not generating the correct flow of 

packets. The last allocation is negligible for transmitting the packets. 

 

 The system working accuracy will be decided with the call upkeep during the call 

and the data values which are received in terms of packets. Here in general data 

transmission of packets if any packet is missed then by using packet loss methods it will 

be identified, if any error with change of bits error detections method is very useful for 

finding errors. Here focus is after arrangement of small cell regions how user is switching 

from one region to other region without call drops by having handoff mechanism is 



 

analyzed. Parameter to judge the network is good and is it up to the brand by having the 

throughput and less interference values.  

4.5 System specifications 

 For experimental results the table 4.2 data is considered as part of experimental setup. 

The number of users is depending on the network scenario.  

 

 

Table 4.2: parameter values in arrangement of FEMTOs. 

 

Figure 4.17: Proper arrangement of FEMTOCELL in cell region. 



 

 

Final experiment setup will be represented in figure 4.17 which gives best result of all the 

output values. 

 

4.6 Results and analysis 

 

Figure 4.18: RSS value measuring, number of handoffs based on MB and FBS 

In figure 4.18 we are representing the values as of Received signal power with respect to 

distance of user from the mobile base station. When user is moving away from BS the 

strength of signal will be reduced. Here blue color line in RSS measurement is shown as 

good because the after arrangement of FBS signal strength not falling as much with 

compared with general approach.  

 In the second part of user handoff, it is measured that depending upon the FB 

locations the number off handoffs to be addressed more but with method proposed is shown 

in orange color is good compared with all remaining measurements of different models.  

 

 The result comparison of user RSS value at different places like indoor and outdoor 

is represented in figure 4.19. The outdoor case is improved with the good handoff methods, 

and it is better shown from indoor too. Results to be noted in data set in terms of handoff 

switching time and the probability of handoff measurements in figure 4.20. The probability 



 

of handoff occurrence is reduced even if it is needed to perform the handoff it is done 

without packet loss which is shown in chapter system performance.  

 

Figure 4.19: RSS value measuring in different locations as indoor and outdoor. 

 



 

 

Figure 4.20: probability of handoff values. 

4.7 conclusion 

 In the scenario of wireless mode of communication, the cell regions are not providing 

good signal coverage to each corner of cell locations. So, small antennas called the FEMTO 

are arranged with this coverage was improved but when user moves between these cell 

regions the hand overing of user should be addressed. The existing handoff methods will 

not fit to these communication models properly. So best handoff method was proposed it 

is shown as best for handle good number of handoffs, RSSI value of user at each location 

is good and link degradation is reduced for all users at different locations. 
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